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Summary.-(a) of Note.-To \."'\.,"\.,.L\..'"J

combined thrust and nO'...'"IrI"lrlfY actions of C'r"o."... .rI-.:TTlIr>,h

(b) Range of IVote.----It is shown that the condition for .L.L.l.u ..\.-u"U'.L.L.A.\.-

strain '~ (so that the strains in the two skins are e ± '~))

in both Euler and wrinkling modes under
an aeolotropic core material.

under uniform e and

'lj)2 == (e1 - e) (e2 - e),

where e1 and ez are critical strains in out-of-phase and in-phase modes of deformation respectively. Formulae for e1
a-nd e2 are established, and the formula for e2 agrees with the form derived by Williams, Leggett and Hopkins
in R. & M. of which form it is a slight generalization. The variation of e1 and e2 with wave length of buckle and
with the elastic properties of the core material is discussed.

(c) Conclusions.-For the of practical core " V' >J. true wrinkling of the skins over a short
is a possible mode of and that the thickness of core is at least 50 the thickness of the
the critical strain ew and the half-wave ai]« are by the formulae

and

where

and

ew == 0·6 (Ez E d3/E s4)1/6

n/a == 2 ·12s (Es4/E i

== modulus of core material longitudinally,

== modulus of core material 't-rranC"[To'Y'coi'l:T

== modulus of skin material.

Under uniform this mode, the critical strain for the mode
being slightly higher. In bending, or combined ..L'JU".........s: ...,..." both in-phase and out-of-phase modes contribute to
instability; but for all practical purposes the limiting is that the strain in the more heavily compressed
skin shall be ewe

The condition for modified Euler instability takes the + r, where P, is the critical load,
P, is the true Euler load and r is shear constant, and this occurs, course, over as long a as
possible. Corresponding to the in-phase mode there is an analogous out-of-phase mode, and in bending two
together represent a possible of Brazier type. from this participation in instability over long wave-
lengths in bending, it is doubtful the long-wave mode would ever occur in a practical structure;
but further examination is required to establish this conclusion.

(d) Further Developments.-Further examination is required of cases with aeolotropic cores and ratios of \.-.L.l..l.v.L"-..l. .l.v".),}V,J

of core to skin below 50.
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1. Introduction.-~The purpose of the care in a sandwich structure is to stabilize the skins
against local failure and to enable them to work together as a single beam, having a moment of
section relatively much greater than that of the two skins separately. To fulfil these function?
the core must restrain the skins from relative lateral movement and also limit relative shear
movement between them ; a core which resisted shear only would permit out-of-phase buckling
at a load determined purely by instability of theskins as struts ;wl1ereas a core which resisted
only lateral separation of the skins would permit in-phase buckling at the same load.

In I~ef. 2 the incidence of these two types of instability was examined in. respect of an artificial
structure, in which in effect the core had an infinite stiffness longitudinally. This analysis
indicated that the in-phase type of instability was of/ the modified Euler type over a long wave-
length, the true Euler load being reduced by shear deformation the core; and that the
of-phase mode should occur over a short wavelength and should depend principally on
modulus of the core material in the transverse ·direction. The formula for the critical
strain in this out-of-phase mode included also an additive term
of the core; owing to the inherent assumption that the core stiff
longitudinally this effect was known to be overestimated.

III R. & M. 19871 the general problem of instability of a was '-'.£ '-''--llo

of a continuous core material having normal properties. The analysis-in-chief was
through for an isotropic core, but the solution for an aeolotropic material was
Appendix. This analysis also identified the in-phase rnode of over
length with the modified Euler mode ; but it indicated that the short
also occur in-phase, a conclusion previously drawn ill Ref. 3 on basis of a
analysis,

If a sandwich is subjected not merely to uniform compression but to a compression e .....,'-' ......... lLJ ....... .L.....,·'LA.

with a bending strain 1jJ, so that the skins are subjected to strains e 1jJ, it is to be .....,..£"-ILJ'-',--/._'-' ........

that the condition for instability should involve only 1jJ2 and that it should to
for any case in which e == e., where e, is a critical strain under pure compression.
recognized that the imposition of a bending strain can introduce no characteristics
properties which are not operative also under pure compression, it seems then
condition for instability 'under combined loading should take the form 1jJ2 == (e1 -e)
where A is .a constant and e1 and e2 are two critical strains under pure compression.
from the symmetric and antisymmetric nature of e and VJ respectively it is obvious e1 must
refer to an out-of-phase mode and e2 to an in-phase one. fact it is in this
that all these presumptions are correct. .On the other hand, for interaction the .I..-'--'-'J ........ 'hJ

of deformation represented by e{ and e, the wavelengths of the buckles modes
be the same, and to each value of e2 for an assigned wavelength there correspondsa value
the same wavelength. With a given ratio k of 1jJ to e there is then one pair of of el

and e2 with a common wavelength, which corresponds to the least possible value of e frorn
equation k2e2 == A(e1 -e) (e2 ~ e); buckling would then occur over this wavelength and
include elements of both in-phase and out-of-phase deformation.

At the same time, if bending is entirely absent, k is zero and the least value of e reduces to
e1 or to e2 simply, so that buckling under pure compression must occur, either in-phase or out-of
phase. It was shown in R. & M. 19871 that for true wrinkling of an isotropic core e2 (in-phase)
is slightly less than e1 (out-of-phase) and that over longer wavelengths e2 (modified Euler) should
be considerably less than e10ver the same wavelength. These conclusions for an isotropic core
are confirmed below for an anisotropic core, except that a slight possibility remains that an
extremely anisotropic core with relatively thick skins might wrinkle in the out-of-phase mode.

Although in this way in practically all cases of pure compression, the out-of-phase mode
secondary to e2 , in all cases of combined bending and direct load both e1 e2 play ....., ...... -.J'L/.L.>-., .... 'UV-L

parts. Over long wavelengths the combination of modified Euler with the associated
out-of-phase instability affords a type of Brazier instability in bending;
e1 and e2 for wrinkling are normally so close together that in practice instability may
occur when the more heavily loaded skin is stressed to a single critical value ewe
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(1)

(3)

(XX ,

COS (Xx ,

ax ,

cxx

cos LXX ,

'-AI..IL'--'ifJ'..L&..J!J'--' .....,/..ILJl.L'-'Jl._'l'l.-~.J are

ax ,

u === -- (X cos ax

v === - ((XI AI)

to (3)

(XX,

or

(6)

a==

=:=-rx +
-ex +

COS ax

ax ,
(7)

* '-/.LA,"A"'-.L.L""~ constants of integration, which are 11n'l'1CiI',DcC'-,rTT
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and from the second of (6)

EIG === s I(s S. )1/2 AI
2 + A2

2 + 2a _ 2(1 + a) + (AI A2) 2
d .66 11 22 A A A A

12 12

(8)

To summarize : the elastic constants of the core material are represented by the three ratios
A1 , and (J, and

(a) the ratio of t.he longitudinal modulus E1 to 'the transverse modulus Ed is EllEd == S22/S11

A1
2A

2
2

; the cc standard" E is the geometrical mean (E
lEd

) 1/2 :

(b) «[E is the transverse contraction due to unit tensile stress longitudinally or vice versa;
the two Poisson's ratios are a12 - a EllE and a21 === oEdlE, SO t ha t a === (a120'21) 1/2 :

(c) the excess of EIGd over 2(1 + a) is (AI -- A2)2/AIA2 and defines the ratio )'1/A2 (but see
note below on the practical aspect of this relation).

3. Values of the Coefficients Al and A2.~-If EIGd == 2 (1 + a), Al == A2 and the faI 111

Al cosh Alay + A 2 cosh A2CXY reduces. to one term only. However, writing Al === A + bA
and A2 A - c5A, whereoA is small, the form may be written (Al + A 2 ) COSll Acxy +
(AI - A 2)OAClY sinh Acxy; and, by assuming that 41 - A 2 tends to infinity as OA decreases to
zero, the form P cosh Acxy + QAlf)'sinh Aay is derived. This form could be discussed separately
(as in R. & M. 19871) , but in fact the limiting process may be performed at any stage so that
independent investigation is not strictly necessary.

If EJGd <: 2(1 + 0"), Al and A2 are complex. Since AIA 2 is real, Al and A2 must be conjugate,
so that Al == A + ifl and A2 === A "- ifl. The11 EllEd - AI2A2~ === (A2 + fl2)2 and EIGd - 2(1 + a) 
(AI -;- A2) 2/ AI A2 == - 4fl2/ (A2 + fl2). Thus only in exceptional cases call fl > A. If fl-+ 0, Al and
A2 tend to equality; this is a convenient approach to the special case when E === 2Gd(1 + a).

However) unless EIGd is known to be identical with 2(1 + a), experimental data can establish
the equality A1 === A2 only to a Iimited accuracy; for instance, if EIGd === 2(1 + a) with a possible
error of O· 01, then It11A2 < 1· 1. Thus 1 per cent. error in the value of E or Gd. or about 2 per
cent. error in the value of a, permits 10 per cent. variation of the ratio AllA2 ; thus in practice
no real restriction of applicability results from exclusion of the case Al - A2 •

(9)
~ 1T/06

11~IG. 1.

Then, with the sign conventions indicated in
Fig. 1, the equations of equilibrium of the skin
at y === dl2 are, by resolving forces normal to

(1_---:M-----..t:...---L-~~.....L:J_""""'"'---''--lt......J:_~~~-~~ the skin,

4. Conditions for Equilibrium 0..( theSkins.-The values at the surfaces of the core at y === + dl2
f ... ofF 6~ of ,yy will be denoted by p and r'. of xy by q

()I::c, and q', of u by U and U', and of v by V and V'.
M+ ~M 6x The direct thrusts in the skins of thickness s

-"'-...........~~+.-,,;~- p ol:£ will be denoted by P and P', the shear forces
+~6~ by F and F~, and the bending moments by

M and M'. The half wavelength of the defor
mation along the length of the sandwich is of
course nil/..

q===

by resolving' forces along the skin

dP
-dx (10)



and by taking moments

dM + qs _ F
d» 2 .

5

(11)

Moreover,provided that V is small, l/R.=== - d2V /dx 2 and M === - 112- E/s3.d2V/dx2
, where

E/ === Es/{l - a$2), Esisthe Young's modulus of the skin material and as its Poisson's ratio*.
Initially, when V - 0, P === Po(const) and F - 0; therefore FIR and the variable part of P/R
are of order V 2 and may be neglected. Then by elimination of F, formulae (9) and (11) give

P+ •. E 'S3 ci4V - ~ ~-~ + Po d
2V

.. 0 (12)
~ s dx: 2 dx dx 2

(which corresponds to equation (6) of R. &

Moreover

19871) .

dU P s S d2V P
- === --- -- - ~-- - ----,
dx Ess 2R 2 dx2 Ess

or

el2U
S d3V 1 elP S d3V q (13)dx2- - 2' dx3 Ess dx - 2 dxs- E;s '

by using (10). (Equation (13) corresponds to equation (9), and the first part of equation (10)
of R. & M. 19871. ) At the opposite face (y - - d/2), P is replaced by t: q by - q', U by U',
V by - V' and Po by Po', so that the formulae analogous to (12) and (13) are

and

(14)

S d3V' q'
2' dx 3 E-;S . (15)

By adding and subtracting (12) and (14) and (13) and (15), the four relations become

p + p' + ~L E 'S3 c!4 (V - V') - ~ ~ (q - q') + (Po +_~'l _4~ (V - V')
1 2 s dx: 2 dx 2 dx2

+ (Po - Po') ~ (V + V') === 0
2 dx2

'
(16)

p - p' l~ E/s3 :;4 (V + V') -- ~. tx (q + q')
(P _ p ') d2

T7/)____~ o _ __. __.._ (V ~'

2 dx 2

and

* The value 0·3 is assumed for as, where necessary to save complication later.
\

(17)

(18)

(19)
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TI'hen from

COS (Xx ,. I
cos !XX, l

(Xx r
~x; J

{(aat)

U t
) -

E(
(

ax )

ax J

q - q' == -

q

cos (Xx

COS (Xx 0

== 0 ;I

;I ••

((J AllA2 ) C~l - ~- (CXS)2 (?t 2 +
{as ((J A2IA1) - ~- (cxs) 2

leads to an "j1>'''''''->''-'.1.-

or

AlGl +
t (as) (AlA

o. (23a)

x

a A2 )

A2 - (a + A21A1)2

All}v2)2 A2 T 2 - (a



Equation (24) is of the form Me + N1jJK == Mel and the analogous equation 'with A and 13
interchanged is Ne + == Ne2 , so that the two equations may be combined in the form.

(27)

(25)

(26)

'(j)2 == (el - e) (e2 - e) ,

e
1
_~ + P(E/Es) + lI.S + Q (lI.S)2 + ±A1A2T 1 T2 (lI.S)3 X E

(cxs){R (cxs) + A1A 2 T l T 2 (E/Es) } i;

e
2

== + (E/EJ + ,(XS + Q'(lI.S)2 + ±(A 1A2/T 1 T2) (lI.S)3 X Ji J

(exs){R (as) -t (A 1A 2/T l T 2 ) (E/EJ} t;
. and

and

T 1 - T 2)/(A1
2

- ,122) ,

.. A1A2{(A 1! - (A 2/T2 )}/(A1
2

- A2
2

) ,

Q === + O"A 2 ) T 2 - (A 2 aAl) T1}/(Al2 - 2),

Q' - A1A2{(A l + aA2)/ T 2 - (11 2 + aA1)/ T 1}/(A1
2

-- A2
2

) ,

== {(AI aA2) 2 - (A 2 + aA1) 2 A2 T 1}/(A l
2

- A2
2

)

-t- GA 2 ) 2 (AI/ - (A 2 aAl ) 2 (A 2/T1)}/(A-i
2

-

(28)

sense that e2 has l/Tl and 1/T2 where e1 has T 1 and 1~ respectively.

I
I

cosh,ulI.d) l (29)

r
cosh ft cxd] j

== A + !h and A2 - A - !h, formulae (28) may be put in the forms

== (A2- It2){(sinh (sinh /l ad/2ft)}/ (cosh Aad cosh !~ ad)

== (A2 !~2){ (1. - (J) (sinh Aad/2A) (1. a) (sinh ftad/2ft)}/(cosh Aad

- (1) (1 + a) (1 - 0')2 ;u2}(sinh Acxd/2A)

+ a)2 (3 + a) (1 - a) /l2}(sinh flcxd/2tt)J/[cosll Acxd

numerators denominators being paired), and

== (cosh - cosh fJ;cxd)/(cosh Aad cosh.ttrxd).

< 2 (1 a), A1, 2 == It + itt (§ 3) and the forrns for P, Q etc. follow from (29) by
h,....+ .. +"ll..,+;~ itt for tt; when fl2 becomes - fl2, (sinh ttcxd/2tt) becomes (sin /had/2ft) and cosh /had

becomes cos jlJAd.

so == It, the formulae (29) reduce to

Acxd) /(cosh Arxd 1) I
Q' = {(I a) sinh AlI.d (1 a) AlI.d}/(cosh AlI.d 1) ~ (30)

R, (J){(3 ~ a) sinh Aad (1 a) Acxd}/ (cosh Aad 1). j

When It - 1 the formula (27) with the values of P', Q' and R' given by (30) corresponds to
formulae (13) (14) of R. & M. 19871.

5. Wrinkling in Compression, Bending or Under Combined Loading.-Presun1ing for the
present that, with the appropriate value of o: to give the least critical strain, ad is large in the
sense that T 1 == == 1 with negligible error, we may write e1 ::::= e2 == eZRJ' where ew is given by

or (27) P == P' == A1A2/(A 1 + A2 ) , Q == Q' == (1 - a) A1A2/(A 1 + A2 ) a11d.R R'
- (1 -- a)2 A1 A2/(A 1 -t- A~) or {(E/Gd) + 1 (]2}A 1A2/(A1 + A2)..
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(32)

as must be small
term the

same order; so that

that is that the stress in'-./'-".A-JL"-L ............ '<.../JL.l. for

E
._-~---~-_.....:..-.---=----~------'---------:-.:.......--- X E' (31)

s

Then from (25)
more heavily' ...... '-J ..........\"..I!.."'-"'-Al

IS

(3~,)

SInce
(33),

.. (33a)

(33c)

.0-) causes about
or even of (31)

.c »: .....JL .s, .JJ,,~'-' .... '\JJL.L to ew may taken

~~---";---'-'------------=----X ----

-- 2 (1

as (1 - as2) ( AI A2 ) jA1A2{ ( E jGd ) 1 -

(AI - A2)2jAIA 2 == (EjG d ) -- 2 (1 + a), (AI A2)2jA1A 2 == (E/Gd )

) (A1 + A2)jAIA 2 == {(EjGd ) 2 - a)}1/2

1

as == 0
3 cent.
is not high

as

(33d)

.. (34d)

over the range
formula (33d) ,

effect of variation
(33d) s will be a

than O~ ,
to represent an

A2 not much
T 1 == == 1 to

djs exceeding
P, Qetc. must be used.

SO for the of thickness'
§ 5 is rather

. T 2 == 1 with error is not
formulae (26) influences

., ..e; - 0·6 (ElEd

corresponding to

as 1 ·
~.n.T,r-,'-f'\,n «v r»: to formula

2· 5 causes than .cent. of
of AljA2 causing a decrease of this factor ..

a is adequately represented formula (33c) ..
practical limit only if it be less 0.. (say) ;

as < 0 .. 15. On other a value of
efficient structure, so that as can scarcely be less

than unity a value of ad 6 is sufficient to
1 accuracy, so that (33)
(say) 50. For lower values of ratio, the forms

6. Wrinkling of Thin Sandwiches.-The minimum value
of core to thickness to the r"r--''Y~r'''''''''<'''''"''1ril('

high, and in many practical cases
justified. «d is not large
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the values of e1 and e2,and the minimum values of e1 and e2depend upon all the elastic constants
and on the ratio sld in very complicated ways. However for true wrinkling characterized by
moderately high values of ClS (say about 0-10), the forms

e
1

== 3IEs4) 1/6 and e
2

- K
2

( ElEd 4)1/6 (35)

are still justifiable the sense that K 1 and are functions principally of ratio sid and
depend only to a small extent on the values elastic constants. In these cases e2 is normally
less than el' so that in pure compression should occur in the in-phase mode in accordance
with the conclusions ofR. & M. 19871. Although the cases in which the minimum value of e1

is less than that of e2 may be quite abnormal, the difference between the two minima is usually
very small, and, in any case, for discussion of wrinkling under bending or under bending and
compression the values of bothe, and e2 are required (cj. formula (25)).

For practical application the chief general conclusion which may tentatively be drawn with
respect to wrinkling is that the critical stress is proportional to (ElEd

3E
s2) 1/ 6 , the constant of

proportionality being a function of sid but almost independent of the elastic constants. The
validity of this conclusion needs to be examinedfurther, but the 'form (EzEd3E s2) ,1/ 6 is emphasized
here because it indicates the relative importance of the three moduli. It is important to appre
ciate that the in-phase mode of wrinkling, which might appear to depend
principally on the longitudinal modulus E; is in fact no less dependent on the cross modulus Ed
than the mode. o: decreases, that is, as the wavelength of buckle grows longer,
the variation of formula (35) with the elastic moduli increases and the form (35) becomes

appropriate, until, when o: is very small, the instability is the modified Euler type, and its
incidence is determined almost entirely by the values of E, Cd' whilst variation. of Ed per se
has practically no effect. On the other hand for low values of (X the value of e1 is determined
almost entirely by the value of Ed and is practically independent ot the value of E;

values of e1 and e2 at long wavelengths of buckle may thus appear virtually independent ;
but in 'fact Cd the shear modulus is normally closely associated with the mean modulus
E == (E

lEd
)l /2. When this association is taken into account, it SeelTIS that over this range

e
2

is normally less than ev so that out-of-phase buckling occur only in exceptional cases.
011 the other hand in instability in bending both e1 e2 are involved and together they define
a limiting condition at low values of « ; it will be shown that this limit is in fact instability of

Brazier type.

(A 1
4

l.• j ,

7. Euler Instability and the Associated Out-of-Phase Mode.-For values of Arxdj2 up to unity,
the expansion T ~ tAC'ld - 2\f (llcxd)3 + 2io (Acxd)5 is accurate about +- 5· per cent., whilst
the first two terms afford this accuracy up to about Acxd == 1· 60. Therefore for low values of
«d, particularly if Al and A2 are not much different from unity, the expansion T == tArxd -'- (Acxd)3
is reasonably accurate. By substitution of this form and its reciprocal liT (2/Acxd){1 (Aexd)2.
- 7~0 (Acxd)4 + ...}in (28),

== !A 1A2 (cxd){l - 1\- (A 1
2 + A2

2
) (exd)2

(cxd){l - -10 (A1
2 + A2

2) (aa)2

Q == 2 (ad)3{1 - fa (1t]2 + A2
2) (rxd)2 } - aP ,

Q' == (2ICld){1 + A1
2.A

2
2 (rxd)4 } - «P' ,

== !A1A2 (rxd){l - 1%0 A1
2A

2
2 (rxd)4 .+ }+ 2aQ a2p

and == (2Irxd){(A12 + i'2
2)/A1A2 + 12 A1A2 (rxd)2 + ... }+ 2aQ' a2p ' ;

also '~lA2TIT2 == 2A22 (rxd)2{1 - f2(A 1
2 + A2

2) (CXd)2 + 4 541
2A

2
2 6A2

4) (Cl.d)4 .}

A
1A2

1 === (2/otd)2{1 112(.41
2+ 2) (rxd)2 --- 4 A2

4
) (ad)4 ... } .
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